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TULP2G is a framework for extraction and decoding
of data stored in electronic devices. The extracted data
can be easily managed for further analysis and use on
any other platforms. The software is designed to extract
data from graphical user interfaces and to extract data
from web pages. TULP2G also supports JPEG/JPG
and MS Word and PDF. TULP2G is written as a
framework, that is it is not executable itself, but it
provides a framework for designing tools. Data can be
extracted from an electronic device through any of
these plugins, which are Java based so they are
compatible with any modern operating system. This
means that the data extracted is interoperable with
other programs and hardware platforms. Plugins can be
developed by any professional. The framework
provides XML connectors, XML editors and
converters. These are all Java classes which can be used
as a plug-in. By using these the data can be extracted
from any kind of device. The framework also provides
a set of HTML selectors, which can be used to locate
and extract data stored in web pages and web pages.
Those selectors are very easy to use as they allow to use
the HTML header structure to locate objects. The
XML plug-ins support the reading of all binary
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formats, like CUE, Linear, Apple, IBM, Olympus, G3,
FAT16, FAT32, HFS, HFS+, and NTFS. TULP2G also
supports the reading of ASCII files, like RTF, MS
Word, MS Paint, MS Excel, PDF and text files, like
text, CSV, XML, HTML, TXT, JPG and JPEG. The
support for those formats is clear evidence of how easy
it is to design a plugin for TULP2G. A plug-in design is
flexible. It can be used as a stand alone application or
integrated into a bigger application. By using the
TULP2G framework it is possible to modify or extend
the existing TULP2G plug-ins. Anybody can develop a
plugin to extend the framework. The TULP2G
framework has been developed by NFI which is the
National Forensics Institute of the Netherlands.
TULP2G Features: TULP2G is a complete forensic
tool suite for Windows and Linux operating systems.
The tool suite can be used for doing forensic work on
any device. It consists of two parts: TULP2G
Framework is written in Java and
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TULP2G Framework: Using the TULP2G framework,
the extraction and recovery of data can be done with
the following tools: XmlRipper: Tools for the forensic
recovery of data stored in.XML or.TXT (plain ASCII)
files. XmlRip: Tools for the forensic recovery of data
stored in.XML or.TXT (plain ASCII) files. HxDump:
A simple GUI-based hex editor. PyDump: A simple
GUI-based hex editor. What's New in Version 1.2.1.0
The U.P0.001 release-tools for data extraction have
been updated to work with older versions of the XPj
tools. U.P0.001 - updated to work with older versions
of the XPj tools. U.P0.002 - GUI-Base and objects
have been improved. U.P0.003 - XmlRipper U.P0.004
- Python "decoding" fix (thanks to Andree Plöchl)
U.P0.005 - Fix for Windows Xp with U.P0.001
U.P0.006 - Fix for U.P0.001 Windows XP sp2
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U.P0.007 - Workaround for linux with new "ipv6"
package U.P0.008 - Fix bug for U.P0.001 Linux with
ipv6 package U.P0.009 - Fix for linux with newer
U.P0.001 version U.P0.010 - Fix for linux with newer
U.P0.001 version U.P0.011 - Add option for advanced
profiling U.P0.012 - Fix for U.P0.007 U.P0.013 - Fix
for U.P0.008 U.P0.014 - Fix for U.P0.008 and
U.P0.009 XmlRipper Code: Code: $ ls
T2D20027_v1.3.0.8_11.26.2013_TULP2G.zip
T2D20027_v1.2.0.6_11.27.2013_TULP2G.zip
T2D20112_v1.3.1 09e8f5149f
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The high and low frequency analysis tools in TULP2G
are designed to allow easy interpretation of EDA data
to determine the frequency components of a potential
low frequency pulsed signal and whether it is real or
not. These tools can be applied to any signal, regardless
of the number of data points it contains, as long as a
single maximum frequency has been found. Signals
with multiple maxima will be split up to allow direct
analysis of their individual components. TULP2G
allows you to save the data set you are working with so
that you can create a new analysis report if required. 0
comments: Zonet is an instant messaging/chat software.
If your contact list is huge, Zonet can easily merge your
contacts with multiple numbers into one. Zonet allows
you to keep in touch with your friends. It has the
following functions: Instant messaging Group chat
Group recording User to user chatting Multi user
chatting File transfer Note that Zonet is not a VoIP
application, it is not compatible with VoIP at all. 0
comments: 0 comments: 0 comments: Security is
always an issue in any computing environment, be it a
workstation or a server. But it becomes a dire need for
an organization if an organization is running Windows
based systems. This reason is that Windows based
systems are very prone to malware attacks. Many times
a whole day's work of an organization cannot be
continued because of the loss of data and many other
system resources due to various malicious viruses. 0
comments: 0 comments: 0 comments: Drozd is an
operating system repair and optimization tool. It works
as a batch file compiler, disassembler, and debugger. It
can fix harddrive problems, index damaged registry
values, and repair Windows files and registry errors. It
works with disk space overflow, registry errors, and
file type identification. It can batch install programs,
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apply patches, and install drivers. It can repair file
associations, re-write system files and repair registry. It
can detect malware with the help of threats and viruses
and remove them or uninstall them. 0 comments: Is a
simple visual network troubleshooting and monitoring
app for Windows. NetPulse is an easy-to-use, advanced
application for monitoring, detecting and
troubleshooting network connectivity. NetPulse enables
easy identification of Windows Network
What's New In?

TULP2G is the name of the forensic framework, which
is designed for forensic analysis of data stored in
electronic devices. To extract and decode data of the
electronic device for forensic analysis, specialized
software is needed. Plug-ins are software solutions or
tools that can be used with TULP2G for forensic
purposes. Plug-ins are developed in the Java
programming language and can be used with any
operating system which provides TULP2G. Most
current operating systems allow Java coding. Data
extraction and data decoding are the two important
parts of the TULP2G forensic framework and the two
most discussed topics. There are still many difficulties
to be resolved in both areas of forensic data extraction
and decoding, and the TULP2G framework is the only
software solution, which offers the possibility to solve
them. The effort and time for development in the area
of data extraction from an electronic device is on the
one hand high and, on the other hand, the need for it is
great. There is no standard procedure for data
extraction in forensic cases and standardized forensic
methods, especially in the area of data extraction, do
not exist. Data extraction from electronic devices is
necessary to make a legal evaluation, whether the
device in question is an original or a copy. Almost all
forensic research has found that physical examination
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of electronic devices reveals much more than could be
found using conventional means. However, the
extraction of data from a device is a very complex
process, because there is no standardized procedure for
this. On the one hand, the type of data stored in a
device can be very diverse. On the other hand, it is
possible that data can be stored in encrypted forms, so
the researcher has to know how to decode those forms
and find the information. Considering the issues,
mentioned above, a number of specialized tools are
needed to perform data extraction in forensic cases,
and the TULP2G framework takes a different
approach to this problem. It implements a module
which performs a certain task, called plugin, in a
software solution called TULP2G. A plugin is a class
which implements the plugin functionality, and is
loaded with TULP2G. A plugin can be started only by
use of a certain TULP2G command and can have an
own GUI to show a number of actions and parameters.
TULP2G offers a number of plug-ins which can
perform the following operations in an electronic
device: 1. Data extraction 2. File browsing 3. Data
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System Requirements For TULP2G:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3 with.NET
Framework 3.0 SP1 CPU: Dual Core 1.5GHz Memory:
2GB RAM DirectX: 9.0 DirectX Feature Level: 9_1
Keyboard: English Keyboard (QWERTY) Sound:
DirectX compatible sound card Recommended: OS:
Windows XP SP3 with.NET Framework 3.5 CPU:
Quad Core 2.4GHz Memory: 4GB RAM DirectX: 10_
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